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Case report 

Primary recurrent orbital schwannoma treated with surgical excision and 
Mitomycin-C 
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A B S T R A C T   

Purpose: Primary orbital schwannoma (POS) is a slow growing, benign encapsulated peripheral nerve sheath 
tumor that occurs infrequently within the orbit. Recurrence of POS is extremely rare. Previous speculations for 
reasons of recurrence include incomplete excision and tumor seeding. 
Observations: We present the fifth case reported in the literature to date of POS that had 2 episodes of recurrences 
within 8 years after diagnosis, in which rapid and insidious relapses were observed after initial surgical resection. 
This is also the first reported recurrent POS in which topical Mitomycin-C (MMC) has been employed during 
surgical excision with an aim to prevent further recurrences. 
Conclusions: AND IMPORTANCE: Whilst complete surgical excision remained the standard for management for 
most POS, when there are multiple recurrences and in cases where total excision is not possible, addition of 
topical MMC may be an option that may bring about tumour regression as demonstrated in our case.   

1. Introduction 

Primary orbital schwannoma (POS) is a benign, slow growing pe-
ripheral nerve sheath tumor (PNST) that occurs infrequently within the 
orbit representing 1% of all orbital tumors.1 Recurrence of orbital 
schwannoma are most likely associated with neurofibromatosis type 2 
(NF2) or schwannomatosis.1 NF2 is caused by inactivation of NF2 gene 
which typically presents with bilateral vestibular schwannoma or other 
associated lesions.2 Schwannomatosis is confirmed by presence of two 
or more non-intradermal schwannomas without features of NF2.3 

Recurrence of isolated POS without evidence of NF2 and schwanno-
matosis is extremely rare and only 4 cases have been documented.4,5 We 
present a case of POS that had 2 episodes of recurrences within 8 years 
after diagnosis, in which rapid and insidious relapses were observed 
after initial surgical resection; to our best knowledge the first case re-
ported in an Asian. This is also the first reported recurrent POS in which 
topical Mitomycin-C (MMC) was used during surgical excision to pre-
vent recurrence. 

2. Case report 

A 19-year-old lady of Chinese descent presented to our service in 
2011 complaining of insidious left eye painless bulging without diplopia 
(Fig. 1A). She declined history of trauma or dysthyroidism. Examination 
revealed visual acuity (logMAR) of 0.7 bilaterally. A firm, non-tender, 
non-pulsatile mass was palpable inferior and deep to the supraorbital 
rim. Exophthalmometer revealed left non-axial proptosis by 3mm. 
Anterior segment and fundal examination were unremarkable. No signs 
of optic neuropathy or thyroid eye disease were detected. Bilateral 
lacrimal glands and cervical lymph nodes were not enlarged. Subse-
quent imaging with orbital magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) revealed 
a large, well circumscribed, bilobed, contrast enhancing extraconal mass 
in the left anterosuperior orbit which measured 1.2 � 1.6 � 1.0cm 
(Antero-posterior (AP) x transverse (T) x coronal (C)) and 1.9 � 2.2 �
1.6cm (APxTxC) respectively extending towards the apex (Fig. 1B). 
Anterior orbitotomy showed two cystic encapsulated masses superior to 
the globe along the course of supraorbital nerve and were completely 
resected and biopsied (Fig. 1C). Histopathology examination revealed 
well encapsulated areas of spindle cells arranged in long intersecting 
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fascicles with nuclear palisading, which also stained positive with S-100 
on immunohistochemistry (Fig. 1D and E). The diagnosis was compat-
ible with schwannoma. Retrospective clinical examination and imaging 
revealed no signs indicative of neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2). 

Left eye swelling was however observed again 6 weeks after initial 
surgery. Orbital Computed Tomography (CT) revealed a lesion 
measuring 1 � 2.3 � 2.9cm (APxTxC) antero-superior to the orbit 
(Fig. 1F). A second excisional biopsy showed schwannoma recurrence 
and resection of the recurrent tumour was performed (Fig. 1G). 

She enjoyed a relapse free period until 6 years later when she com-
plained of progressive left eye bulging and diplopia in up-gaze. Orbital 
MRI revealed an extraconal fusiform lesion in the superior orbit 
measuring 2 � 2.7 � 4cm (APxTxC) in size extending towards the orbital 
apex (Fig. 1H). A repeat resection confirmed schwannoma recurrence. A 
near complete capsule and tumour removal were achieved given its 
apical location. MMC 0.4mg/ml impregnated gauze were applied topi-
cally at the site of excision for 5 minutes at the excision bed as a measure 
to prevent recurrence and postoperative scarring. MMC was rinsed with 
copious saline after treatment before closure. 

6 months postoperatively a resurgence of supraorbital mass was 
noted on interval imaging. Excisional biopsy was repeated but only 
revealed lipo-granulomatous changes without evidence of recurrent 
schwannoma. Further imaging 3 months later revealed similar cystic 
mass within the same region, which was shown to be fibro-inflammatory 
tissues only on biopsy. Further scanning at 6, 12 and 18 months showed 
no recurrence of masses in the left orbit. 

3. Discussion 

Schwannoma is a benign PNST that typically affects patients from 20 
to 40 years of age. Involvement within the orbit is rare affecting mostly 
sensory nerves that traverses within the orbit. Orbital schwannoma is 
usually asymptomatic but patients may present with painless proptosis, 
diplopia and symptoms of compressive optic neuropathy when the 
lesion expands.6,7 Definitive diagnosis is reliant on histopathological 
examination. Classically schwannoma demonstrate hypercellular spin-
dle cell rich Antoni A areas and haphazardly arranged cytoplasmic 
Antoni B areas.8 Immunohistochemistry analysis supplement the diag-
nosis by showing positivity in S-100 and vimentin staining, which are 
present in Schwann cells.8 Complete surgical excision is the preferred 
choice of orbital schwannoma where feasible to prevent orbital nerve 
compression or intracranial extension.1,9 Radiotherapy is an alternative 
treatment but limited by unknown efficacy and collateral radiation 
damage.8 

Recurrence of POS without evidence of NF2 and schwannomatosis is 
rare. Three cases reported in the literature describe late schwannoma 
recurrence at 3,6 and 22 years respectively after initial excision.4,5,10 

Another case was a 5-year-old girl who had 2 recurrences within 1 

(caption on next column) 

Fig. 1. A: Primary orbital schwannoma (POS) of the left eye presented as 
painless non-axial proptosis and mild hypoglobus. 
B: Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of orbit revealing a large, well circum-
scribed, fusiform, contrast enhancing extraconal mass in the left anterosuperior 
orbit extending towards the apex. 
C: Excisional biopsy via left anterior orbitotomy showing a cystic encapsulated 
masses superior to the left globe. 
D: Photomicrography of Antoni A area and Verocay bodies within a schwan-
noma. H&E; 200X. 
E: Photomicrography of schwannoma showing diffuse S-100 immunohisto-
chemical positivity. 
F: Computer tomography revealing recurrence of POS lying antero-superior to 
the left orbit just 6 weeks after first excision. 
G: Repeat excisional biopsy via left anterior orbitotomy showing an encapsu-
lated masses superior to the left globe. 
H: MRI of the orbit showing recurrence of POS 6 years after the last surgi-
cal excision. 
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month after each excision. Incomplete surgical excision has been 
attributed to rapid recurrence.10 Our patient represents the fifth re-
ported case of recurrent POS, in which one had rapid recurrence at 1 
month followed by late recurrence 6 years later. No evidence for NF2 
and orbital schwannomatosis were shown, as only a single histologically 
confirmed lesion was found in each recurrence which all arose from the 
same location. We recognise that tumour seeding might have contrib-
uted to the early relapse. The second recurrence was unexpected as 
previous delivery of schwannoma was complete. We speculate that this 
may be linked with residual subclinical tumour at the orbital apex, as 
highly cellular schwannomas have been associated with recurrence.11 

MMC was applied at the second resection due to its anti-tumour 
nature. A potent DNA crosslinker, topical use of MMC with surgical 
excision in our case did not show recurrence of POS at 27 months post- 
operatively. This case represents the first documented use of topical 
MMC during surgical excision of POS that augmented clearance of 
tumour and seeding, as evidenced by the absence of rapid recurrence 
histologically. Intraoperative topical MMC was used previously for 
management of retrobulbar cystic type optic nerve sheath meningioma 
that has shown to reduce tumour recurrence, where topical MMC (4mg/ 
ml) was applied on tumour site for 5 minutes after excision.12 The same 
duration of MMC were applied over the surgical bed in our case, 
although one-tenth of the dose of MMC was chosen in view of vicinity to 
optic nerve. We speculate this new regimen can enhance tumour cell 
elimination in recurrent cases of POS, which may also benefit in situa-
tions where total excision is difficult. The final outcome will require 
longer term evaluation. 

It is questionable whether topical MMC is the cause for lipo- 
granulomatous changes post-operatively, which exhibited as a mim-
icker of POS recurrence as demonstrated in our case. Orbital lipo- 
granulomatous lesions are rare and exhibit typical histopathological 
features that distinct it from non-specific inflammatory changes.13 One 
possible explanation maybe linked to direct toxicity to local tissue from 
MMC. Histopathology study of lipo-granulomatous tissue on biopsy did 
not reveal Touton cells and non- Langerhan histiocytosis indicative of 
orbital xanthogranulomatous disease. Previous use of MMC in optic 
nerve sheath tumour did not reveal complications.12 Further study is 
necessary to study the effect of MMC on orbital tissues. 

4. Conclusions 

We report a rare case of POS which had recurrence at 1 month and 6 
years after its initial surgical resection. Reasons for local tumour 
recurrence were unknown but possibly related to seeding and tumour 
load. Complete surgical excision remains the standard for management 
for most POS. When there are multiple recurrences and in cases where 
total excision is not possible, surgical resection together with topical 
intraoperative MMC may be an option that can bring about tumour 
regression as demonstrated in our case. 
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